
We thought we made every effort to get the banner 
for the top 5 page right.

Q We sell washing machines and are trying to direct people on 

our website to a page of our top 5 products using a banner. 
Inspect the following three banners and click on the one that you 
think works the best.

Usability testing the top 5 banner, What we got wrong and how we made it right



When we deployed it we discovered it had some 
problems. 

Usability testing the top 5 banner, What we got wrong and how we made it right

Top 5 looks too much like a header

People overlooked it because of “Banner blindness”



Usability testing the top 5 banner, What we got wrong and how we made it right

Banner blindness

Header confusion

http://1a_bannerblindness.mp4
http://1a_bannerblindness.mp4


So we fixes it with this one

•Not a header so people don’t think the listers  the top 5

•Not a banner so people don't ignore it

Usability testing the top 5 banner, What we got wrong and how we made it right



Feedback on the top 5 banner

The banner in the middle is the 8th most clicked on 
feature of the page. Time to click is 21 seconds 
compared to the top banner of 50 seconds so this 
is the first top 5 banner then click and they click it 
the first time they see it.

The banner at the bottom is the 4th most clicked 
on feature. Time to click is 106 seconds so the 
users are choosing this rather then leaving the 
another way such as the pagination. 

Usability testing the top 5 banner, What we got wrong and how we made it right



Feedback on the top 5 banner

Top banner:

Middle banner:

Bottom banner:

The areas of the banner the users are 
mousing over sweeping to the right as 
they move down the page.

Usability testing the top 5 banner, What we got wrong and how we made it right



Top learning’s from 
usability testing the 
top 5 page

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page



We need to build trust straight away

The first thing customers want to know is what 
appliancesonline credentials are and why they should 
respect our choices

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page
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Recognised criticIndividual opinion



Who are Appliances online

Who are Appliances online

Who are Appliances online



Demonstrate the 
range and depth 
of our knowledge 
and experience

Our team 
of 8 reviewers 
judge over 300 

products a 
week

Top 5 Washing Machines
Build trust about the brand

Independently chosen by the UK's 
Largest Online Kitchen Appliance Retailer

As customers often don't recognise us we need to tell them about 
how great we are

We need to build trust straight away1

Spin 
speed

Drum size

Energy 
rating

Cost

1600

8KG

A++++

£20.86 

Read Reviews (164) (4.5 / 5)

For £399 you’re getting an 8kg washing 
machine with some fantastic features. 
In short, I love it. It’s my number one because 
you can wash 40+ t-shirts at once, while the 
1400 spin speed gets the excess water out of 
your clothes really quickly.
Don’t overlook the Ceramic Heaters as they 
last three times longer than normal ones. 
They heat water quicker and more efficiently 
too. So much going for this washer at such an 
incredible price.
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Meet our reviewer, Katie. 
Katie is one of our full time independent washing machine reviewers.
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Meet our Reviewer,  Katie
Build trust about our reviewers

Katie is one of our full 
time independent 
washing machine 
reviewers. She is

We need to build trust straight away1

A trained expert with technical as well as 
critical judgment.

Our reviews need to tell people about the amazing expertise and 
experience they have

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page
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We need to answer the customers questions first

Customers come with criteria for what they want. We need to 
answers these questions first then show them why our choice is a 
Winner 

Reliability V’s Price
  Drum size V’s Cost to run

Spin speed V’s Noise           
Price V’s Programs

 

2
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Top 5 criteria

Top 5 criteria



We need to answer the customers questions first2
Each appliance has its merits in the top 5.  If we show our 
customers an easy way to compare them they can balance our 
judgment against their needs
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Lets offer more paths, to the basket.

Customers want to go on a journey based on a feature 
they have learnt about or a facet we offer them

3
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Easy path to basket

http://5a_journey1.mp4
http://5a_journey1.mp4


Lets offer more paths, to the basket.3

View our comparison table

View more 1600rpm washing machines

This is the speed in which the drum rotates. Faster 
speeds get your cloths dryer quicker. 1600 if fast, 
slower machines run at 1000.

We can offer them some shortcuts to places they want to go 
based on what they want
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Give more details when the details needed.

Some of the technically minded customers wanted more 
information as they browse the page and are used to this  
progressive disclosure

4
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Progressive disclosure

http://6a_progressive1.mp4
http://6a_progressive1.mp4


Lets help when its needed4
Lets create some accelerators that give them short cuts to 
information for these people that don't clutter up the clean and 
simple design.

Read Customer Reviews (164) (4.5 / 5)

Quietness
Features
Ease of use
Washing ability
Build quality

40 out of 44 customers would recommend this product to a friend

5 star
4 star
3 star
2 star
1 star

(8)
(6)
(2)
(2)
(1)

Read customer reviews

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page

Feature rating Overall customer ratings 
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Consistency is important

We undermined ourselves by offering top 5’s alongside 
merchandising offers and best buys, confusing the customer. 

5
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Consistency

Consistency

http://7a_mistake2.mp4
http://7a_mistake2.mp4
http://7b_mistakes.mp4
http://7b_mistakes.mp4


Consistency is important5
We need to embed the top 5’s into the heart of the website. 

To
p 5

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page



Social validation 

We have bounce rate of around 40%. If we get out social elements 
above the fold we can improve this.

6

The Fold

Scroll reach Attention

The fist set of customer reviews are just below 
the fold and are being overlooked.

The customer reviews at the bottom of each 
pod get the most attention below the fold 
indicated by the brighter bands. This shows 
that the reviews are important.

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page



Social validation6
We can fix this with a new layout

The Fold

Reviewed by Katie. 
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Neuromarketing principals

Designing content for persuasion in the subconscious mind

7

Social Validation 
•We’re called to act when we know what others have experienced with a product.

Reciprocity
•Giving a gift triggers indebtedness, which increases the likely hood that the user will 
reciprocate.

•If you ask for something that is considered beyond the customer’s means a 
following reasonable request is more likely to be accepted. 

Scarcity
•If something is scarce then it will seem more desirable.
Scarcity motivates us to act.

Choice
•We think we want lots of choice but choice makes us unable to take action.
•If we think we can get something right away this will motivate us to act.

Top learning’s from usability testing the top 5 page



Did the top 5s influence choice?

Who is and who isn't finding our advice beneficial and can we use 
this in our customization effort

8

Deal chaser

Reassurance seeker

Novices
Brand lover

Traditionalist



User likes customer reviews

User like our reviews

http://8a_influence4.mp4
http://8a_influence4.mp4
http://8b_influence10.mp4
http://8b_influence10.mp4


Reviews                     3
Help and advice      -4

Dave is more interested in 
customer reviews

Reviews                    3
Help and advice      3

Jane balances out our advice 
with customer reviews

Reviews                    -5
Help and advice       5

Katie needs out help and 
advice

Reviews                    -4
Help and advice       0

Rose doesn't like customer 
reviews  but  like to make up 
her own mind

Reviews                    2
Help and advice      0

Jeff likes review  but to 
support his  own opinions

Dave

The Deal Chaser

Jane and the family

The Reassurance
seeker

Katie & fiancé Dan

The Appliance 
novice

Rose & daughter

The Traditionalist

Jeff

The Brand lover

Did the top 5s influence choice?

Who is and who isn't finding our advice beneficial

8
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Impact on the design
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machine with some fantastic features. 
In short, I love it. It’s my number one 
because you can wash 40+ t-shirts at 
once, while the 1400 spin speed gets 
the excess water out of your clothes 
really quickly.
Don’t overlook the Ceramic Heaters as 
they last three times longer than 
normal ones. They heat water quicker 
and more efficiently too. So much going 
for this washer at such an incredible 
price.
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Meet our reviewer, Katie. 
Katie is one of our full time independent washing machine 
reviewers.
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Clicktale analysis of 
the top 5 landing 
page.



Click tale analysis of top 5 landing page 

There is lots of mouse movement over the 
top appliance.  The users really seem to be 
reading this in detail, much more then the 
rest. The may just be scanning these.

ClickTale analysis (2950 users)



Click tale analysis of top 5 landing page 

The fist set of customer 
reviews are just below 
the fold and are being 
overlooked.

ClickTale analysis (2950 users)

Users seem to 
interact with the 
whole page but 
are primarily 
focused on the 
top screen of 
information 
starting at the 
top 5 banner. 

The customer reviews at 
the bottom of each pod 
get the most attention 
below the fold indicated 
by the brighter bands. 
This shows that the 
reviews are important.



Click tale analysis of top 5 landing page 

The scroll reach is very even so people are 
exploring the page, however it drops out over 
the banner at the bottom, 50% of users never 
scrolled this far and don't see it. The top of the 
banner is hotter then the bottom suggesting 
people stopped there so the impact of the title 
is important.

ClickTale analysis (2950 users)



More info

Click tale analysis of top 5 landing page 

Add to basket

ClickTale analysis (2950 users)

TitleVideo

More people clicked on the link to the video then the title. 4 times as many people clicked  
on the more info button then the add to basket.


